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Abstract

In this paper, we present several timed extensions of temporal logics, that can be used for model-checking
real-time systems. We give different formalisms and the corresponding decidability/complexity results. We
also give intuition to explain these results.
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1 Introduction

Timed automata [3,4] are a well-established model for real-time systems. One of

the most important properties they enjoy is probably that reachability properties

can be decided in that class of systems. This has given rise to multiple works,

both on theoretical aspects and on more practical and algorithmic aspects. Several

tools have even been developed for model-checking timed automata, for instance

HyTech [37], Kronos [30] or Uppaal [42,14]. Moreover there are already several suc-

cess stories, we only mention the correction and verification of the Bang & Olufsen

audio/video protocol [35] made using the tool Uppaal.

Timed automata are adequate to represent systems, but not that much for rep-

resenting properties of systems. If A is a timed automaton representing the system,

and P a timed automaton representing the property, verifying that A satisfies the

property P corresponds to checking that all behaviours of A are also behaviours of

P. This is an inclusion question, and that problem is unfortunately undecidable for

timed automata [4].

Hence, following the development of temporal logics in model-checking [29,51],

timed temporal logics have been proposed, which extend classical untimed temporal
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logics with timing constraints. There are several ways of expressing such constraints,

a standard one consists in constraining temporal modalities. For instance, we can

write a formula like

G (problem→ F≤5min repair)

to expresse the following quantitative property: every time there is a problem, it

must be repaired within 5 minutes. This kind of properties cannot be expressed

using standard temporal logics, as those logics can only speak about the relative

order of events, not about the distance (in time) between these events. Several

timed extensions of CTL [29] and LTL [51] have been proposed, and TCTL, a natural

extension of CTL, has been first proved suitable (from a decidability point-of-view)

for model-checking [1,2]. On the contrary, until recently [48], timed extensions of

LTL were somewhat improperly considered as too hard for being used for model-

checking purposes [11,36].

In this paper, we present some of the timed extensions of temporal logics that

have been studied in the purpose of model-checking real-time systems. We first

briefly present TCTL [1], a branching-time timed temporal logic, and then focus

on linear-time timed temporal logics, like MTL [41] and variants or subclasses. For

those logics, we give decidability and complexity results for the model-checking

problem. We also give intuitive explanations to these results.

Those logics, presented here in the perspective of model-checking, are also pretty

much studied from a more logic and automata theoretical point-of-view. Indeed,

they can be viewed as logics over the reals, and it is natural to embed them in

a more general context than model-checking, looking at questions like expressive

completeness, axiomatization, satisfiability problems, equivalence with other for-

malisms, etc. We just point to few works, [52,54,39,28], but the list of papers on

that subject is indeed very long.

2 Preliminaries

The model of timed automata has been defined in the 90s by Alur and Dill as a

model for representing systems with real-time constraints [4]. A timed automaton is

basically a finite automaton which manipulates finitely many variables called clocks.

Let X be a finite set of clocks. A clock valuation over X is a mapping v : X →

R+, where R+ is the set of nonnegative reals. We write R
X
+ for the set of clock

valuations over X. If v ∈ R
X
+ and τ ∈ R+, v + τ is the clock valuation defined by

(v + τ)(x) = v(x) + τ if x ∈ X. If Y ⊆ X, the valuation [Y ← 0]v is the valuation

assigning 0 to x ∈ Y and v(x) to x 6∈ Y . A guard over X is a finite conjunction

of expressions of the form x ∼ c where x ∈ X, c ∈ N, and ∼ ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}.

We denote by G(X) the set of guards over X. The satisfaction relation for guards

over clock valuations is defined in a natural way, and we write v |= g, whenever v

satisfies g. We denote AP a finite set of atomic propositions.

Definition 2.1 A timed automaton is a tuple A = (L, ℓ0,X,E, I,L) such that:

(i) L is a finite set of locations,

(ii) ℓ0 ∈ L is the initial location,

(iii) X is a finite set of clocks,
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(iv) E ⊆ L× G(X) × 2X × L is a finite set of edges,

(v) I : L→ G(X) is an invariant,

(vi) L : L→ 2AP is a labelling function.

The semantics of a timed automaton A is given as a labelled transition system

TA = (S,E ∪ R+,→) where the set S of states is {s = (ℓ, ν) ∈ L× R
X
+ | ν |= I(ℓ)},

and the transition relation → (⊆ S × (E ∪R+)× S) is composed of:

• (delay transition) (ℓ, ν)
τ
−→ (ℓ, ν+τ) if τ ∈ R+, and for all 0 ≤ τ ′ ≤ τ , ν+τ ′ |= I(ℓ),

• (discrete transition) (ℓ, ν)
e
−→ (ℓ′, ν ′) if e = (ℓ, g, Y, ℓ′) ∈ E is such that ν |= I(ℓ)∧g,

ν ′ = [Y ← 0]ν, and ν ′ |= I(ℓ′).

A finite (resp. infinite) run ̺ of A is a finite sequence of states obtained by al-

ternating delay and discrete transitions, i.e., ̺ = s0
τ1−→ s′1

e1−→ s1
τ2−→ s′2

e2−→

s2 · · · sn−1
τn−→ s′n

en−→ sn · · · or more compactly s0
τ1,e1
−−−→ s1

τ2,e2
−−−→ s2 · · · sn−1

τn,en
−−−→

sn · · · . In the following, we may want to interpret such a run as the timed word

(a0, 0)(a1, t1)(a2, t2) · · · (an, tn) · · · where for each i ≥ 0, ai = L(si) (L is straight-

forwardly extended from L to S), and ti =
P

j≤i τj.

Example 2.2 Consider the timed automaton depicted below:

ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2
x ≥ 2, y := 0 x ≤ 6, y ≥ 1

A possible run of that automaton is:

(ℓ0, (0, 0))
3.2
−−→ (ℓ0, (3.2, 3.2)) → (ℓ1, (3.2, 0))

1.5
−−→ (ℓ1, (4.7, 1.5)) → (ℓ2, (4.7, 1.5))

The notation (ℓ1, (4.7, 1.5)) means that we are in state ℓ1, that the value of clock x

is 4.7 and the value of clock y is 1.5.

3 Branching-Time Timed Temporal Logics

3.1 Syntax and semantics

The branching-time logic TCTL, 3 which extends the classical untimed branching-

time logic CTL [29] with time constraints on modalities, has been defined

The syntax of TCTL is given by the following grammar:

TCTL ∋ ϕ ::= a | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EϕUI ϕ | AϕUI ϕ

where a ∈ AP, and I is an interval of R+ with integral bounds.

There are two possible semantics for TCTL, one which is said ‘continuous’, and

the other one which is more discrete and is said ‘pointwise’. These two semantics

share rules for basic modalities, and only differ in the interpretation of the term

3 TCTL stands for “Timed Computation Tree Logic” and has been defined in [1].
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‘position’ :

(ℓ, v) |= a ⇔ a ∈ L(ℓ)

(ℓ, v) |= ¬ϕ ⇔ (ℓ, v) 6|= ϕ

(ℓ, v) |= ϕ ∨ ψ ⇔ (ℓ, v) |= ϕ or (ℓ, v) |= ψ

(ℓ, v) |= EϕUI ψ ⇔ there is an infinite run ̺ in A

from (ℓ, v) such that ̺ |= ϕUI ψ

(ℓ, v) |= AϕUI ψ ⇔ any infinite run ̺ in A from (ℓ, v)

is such that ̺ |= ϕUI ψ

̺ |= ϕUI ψ ⇔ there exists a position π > 0 along ̺ such that

̺[π] |= ψ, for every position 0 < π′ < π,

̺[π′] |= ϕ, and duration(̺≤π) ∈ I

where ̺[π] is the state of ̺ at position π, ̺≤π is the finite prefix of ̺ ending at

position π, and duration(̺≤π) is the sum of all delays along ̺ up to position π. The

U -modality is called the ‘Until’ operator.

In the continuous semantics, a position in a run ̺ is any state appearing along

̺. 4 For instance if there is a transition (ℓ, v)
τ,e
−−→ (ℓ′, v′) in ̺, then any state (ℓ, v+t)

with 0 ≤ t ≤ τ is a position of ̺, and obviously, so is (ℓ′, v′). This semantics is very

strong because for ̺ to satisfy ϕU∼c ψ, all intermediary states of ̺ need to satisfy

ϕ before ψ holds.

In the pointwise semantics, a position in a run ̺ = s0
τ1,e1
−−−→ s1

τ2,e2
−−−→

s2 · · · sn−1
τn,en
−−−→ sn · · · is an integer i and the corresponding state si. In this

semantics, formulas are checked only right after a discrete action has been done.

Sometimes, the pointwise semantics is given in terms of actions and timed words,

but it does not change anything. Later, we may sometimes use the timed words

terminology.

As usually in CTL, we define syntactic sugar to TCTL: tt ≡ a ∨ ¬a standing for

true, ff ≡ ¬tt standing for false, the implication ϕ→ ψ ≡ (¬ϕ∨ψ), the eventuality

operator FI ϕ ≡ ttUI ϕ, and the globally operator GI ϕ ≡ ¬(FI ¬ϕ).

Example 3.1 In TCTL, we can write many kinds of properties, for instance,

bounded-response time properties like

AG (a→ AF≤56 b) (1)

expressing that each time a holds, along all possible runs, b has to hold within 56

time units.

Remark 3.2 In [38], TCTL is given with external clock variables. That is, we can

use variables to express timing constraints. We will not give the precise grammar of

4 That can be formalized, see for instance [16].
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that version of TCTL, but just give the equivalent of formula (1) in this framework:

AG (a→ x.AF (b ∧ x ≤ 56))

The interpretation of that formula is the following: each time an a is encountered,

we reset a clock x, and check that along all possible runs, later, b holds and the

value of the clock x (which has increased at the same speed as the universal time)

is not more than 56.

In [19], it has been proved that TCTL with external clock variables is strictly

more expressive than TCTL with intervals constraining the modalities.

3.2 Decidability

The decidability and complexity of the model-checking problem for TCTL is known

since the beginning of the 90s:

Theorem 3.3 The model-checking problem for TCTL (under the continuous or the

pointwise semantics) is PSPACE-Complete [1,2].

This result relies on the construction of a region automaton construction, slight

extension of the classical region automaton construction [3,4] for deciding language

emptiness in timed automata. The region automaton is a finite automaton which

abstracts away the value of the clocks, and which recognizes the untimed projection

of the timed language recognized by the original timed automaton 5 Then, the

model-checking algorithm for TCTL consists in labelling the states of the region

automaton 6 with formulas that are satisfied from the corresponding states in the

original timed automaton. In particular, the proof settles that two states which are

in the same region satisfy the same TCTL formulas.

We do not give more details for the model-checking of TCTL formulas, as these

results are known since a long time, but better turn to the linear-time framework.

4 Linear-Time Timed Temporal Logics

Like classical temporal logics, linear-time property languages have also been studied

in the framework of timed systems. Two main temporal formalisms have been

defined: (i) MTL 7 is the counterpart of TCTL without external clock variables,

and extends LTL [51] by adding timing constraints on modalities; (ii) TPTL 8

extends LTL by adding timing constraints to specifications using external variables

and constraints thereon.

5 The timed language recognized by a timed automaton A (with a distinguished acceptance condition, as
in the context of finite automata) is the set of timed words that can be read in A on a run satisfying the
acceptance condition.
6 Formally, it is the region automaton extended with an extra clock which will measures delays that will
be checked by the formula.
7 MTL stands for “Metric Temporal Logic” and has been first proposed by Koymans [41].
8 TPTL stands for “Timed Propositional Temporal Logic”, and has been first proposed by Alur and Hen-
zinger [7,12].
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4.1 Syntax and semantics of MTL

The syntax of MTL is given by the following grammar:

MTL ∋ ϕ ::= a | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕUI ϕ

where a ∈ AP, and I is an interval of R+ with integral bounds.

It will even be more important in the context of linear-time timed temporal

logics: as for TCTL, we distinguish between the two semantics, pointwise and con-

tinuous. Let s0
τ1,e1
−−−→ s1

τ2,e2
−−−→ s2 · · · sn−1

τn,en
−−−→ sn · · · with s0 = (ℓ0, v0) be a finite

or infinite run. Then:

̺ |= a ⇔ a ∈ L(ℓ0)

̺ |= ¬ϕ ⇔ ̺ 6|= ϕ

̺ |= ϕ ∨ ψ ⇔ ̺ |= ϕ or ̺ |= ψ

̺ |= ϕUI ψ ⇔ there exists a position π > 0 along ̺ s.t.

̺[π] |= ψ, for every position 0 < π′ < π,

̺[π′] |= ϕ, and duration(̺≤π) ∈ I

with the same distinctions for the term ‘position’, depending on the choice of the

semantics.

As for LTL, we define some syntactic sugar for MTL: tt ≡ (a ∨ ¬a) stands for

true, ff ≡ (¬tt) stands for false, (ϕ→ ψ) ≡ (¬ϕ∨ψ), FI ϕ ≡ (ttUI ϕ) (eventually,

ϕ will hold within interval I from now), GI ϕ ≡ ¬(FI ¬ϕ) (for all positions within

I, ϕ holds), and X Iϕ ≡ (ffUI ϕ) (next position is within I from now and satisfies

ϕ). Moreover, we use pseudo-arithmetical espressions to represent intervals. For

instance, ‘= 1’ stands for the singleton interval [1, 1], and ‘≥ 2’ stands for the

interval [2,+∞).

Example 4.1 Using MTL, we can write properties like

G (problem→ F≤56 alarm) (2)

expressing that each time a problem occurs, within 56 time units, an alarm rings.

We can also express more involved properties, like

G (problem→ (F≤15 repair ∨G[12,15] alarm))

which expresses that each time a problem occurs, then either it is repaired in no

more than 15 time units, or an alarm rings for 3 time units 12 time units after

the problem. There is no direct and obvious way to express this kind of property

in TCTL.

Remark 4.2 The choice of the interpretation of MTL in terms of the pointwise or

of the continuous semantics has a large impact on the meaning of the formulas, and

as we will see later, also on their applicability in model-checking. The formula F=2 a
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expresses that an a will happen two time units later. In the continuous semantics,

this formula is equivalent to F=1 F=1 a (in one time unit, it will be the case that in

one time unit, an a occurs). However, it is not the case in the pointwise semantics,

as there may be no action one time unit later, hence any formula F=1 ψ would be

evaluated as wrong from the initial point.

Two extensions: TPTL and MTL+Past

In the following, we will also consider two extensions of MTL. First, as for TCTL,

external clock variables can be used to express timing constraints. For instance,

property (2) can be written as

G (problem→ x.F (alarm ∧ x ≤ 56))

where x is a fresh variable which is reset when a problem occurs, and whose value

is checked to be within [0, 56] when the alarm rings. The value of x is supposed

to evolve at the same speed as the universal time (similar to a clock in a timed

automaton). This logic with external clock variables is called TPTL, and has been

first proposed in [7]. We give another example of formulas that can be expressed in

TPTL:

G (problem→ x.F (alarm ∧ F (failsafe ∧ x ≤ 56))) (3)

This formula says that whenever a problem occurs, then within 56 time units, an

alarm rings and later (but still within 56 time units since the problem occurred), the

system enters a failsafe mode. It has been conjectured for a while (see [8,10,11,36]),

and proved in [19]: TPTL is strictly more expressive than MTL. For the pointwise

semantics, formula (3) is a witness to that expressiveness result, meaning that for-

mula (3) cannot be expressed in MTL. Surprisingly, this formula has an equivalent

formula in MTL, 9 and a more involved formula has been proposed to distinguish

between MTL and TPTL.

Following the classical untimed framework [40,45], we also extend MTL with

past-time modalities, i.e., with the ‘Since’ modality, somewhat the dual of the

‘Until’ modality: formula ϕSI ψ expresses that ϕ holds since ψ was true (within

I in the past). In the following, we will only use the simple formula F−1
I ϕ which

is the dual of FI ϕ for the past: it expresses that ϕ was true in the past, within a

delay belonging to the interval I. For instance, the formula

G (a→ F−1
=1 b)

expresses that every a is preceded one time unit earlier by a b. This logic will be

denoted MTL+Past [9,11]. Various expressiveness results comparing MTL+Past,

MTL, TPTL can be found in the recent literature [19,31,32,33]

9 Indeed, we can prove (cf [19]) that formula x.F (alarm ∧F (failsafe ∧ x ≤ 56)) is equivalent to

F≤28 alarm ∧ F[28,56] failsafe

∨ F≤28 (alarm ∧ F≤28 failsafe)

∨ F≤28 (F≤28 alarm ∧ F=28 failsafe)
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4.2 The model-checking problem

The model-checking problem asks, given A a timed automaton and ϕ a formula,

whether A satisfies ϕ, written A |= ϕ, and meaning that all (accepting) runs of

A satisfy the formula ϕ. Until very recently [48], MTL and TPTL were both con-

sidered as undecidable, as they both were able to express the propagating for-

mula (2) [9,11,36]. However that was a bit misleading, as the decidability subtly

depends on the choice of the semantics (being either pointwise or continuous) and on

the fact that we consider infinite or finite executions in the timed automaton. In this

subsection, we give the decidability results for those logics, clearly distinguishing

between all important semantical parameters. We then give hints for understanding

these (un)decidability results.

Theorem 4.3 Over finite runs, the model-checking problem for:

• MTL under the pointwise semantics is decidable, and non-primitive recursive [50];

• MTL under the continuous semantics is undecidable [6];

• MTL+Past under the pointwise or the continuous semantics is undecidable;

• TPTL under the pointwise or the continuous semantics is undecidable [12].

From these (un)decidability results, we learn that model-checking linear-time

timed temporal logic is hard! And much harder than branching-time timed temporal

logic. This is already the case in the untimed framework, but the gap dramatically

increases in the timed framework. We first explain why it is so hard to model-check

linear-time timed temporal logics. For that, we follow ideas developed in [27].

4.2.1 Model-checking linear-time timed properties is hard

We first explain the non-primitive recursive lower bound for the MTL model-

checking problem, which relies on the halting problem for channel machines with

insertion errors. A channel machine is a finite automaton which can write on a

channel and read from it following a FIFO policy. We note ‘a!’ for writing a at

the tail of the channel and ‘a?’ for reading an a at the head of the channel. A

channel machine has insertion errors if any letter can be written at any time any-

where in the channel. A channel machine without insertion errors is said perfect,

or insertion-free.

Example 4.4 Consider the channel machine depicted on the next figure:

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

a! a?

b! a? b? c?

A configuration of this system is a pair (s,w) where s is a discrete state of the

machine and w is a word representing the content of the channel. We give an

error-free computation example for that machine:

(s1, ε)
a!
−→ (s1, a)

a!
−→ (s1, aa)

b!
−→ (s2, aab)

a?
−→ (s3, ab)

a?
−→ (s3, b)

b?
−→ (s4, ε)

We can see that no error-free computation allows to reach state s5 (because no c is
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written on the channel). If we assume that this machine has insertion errors, then

the following move is allowed:

(s4, ε)
c?
−→ (s5, ε)

(we assume implicitely that a c has been inserted on the channel, so that the last

transition labelled by ‘c?’ can now be fired).

Given a channel machine C with a distinguished final state, the halting problem

asks whether the machine C has an execution halting in the final state. The hardness

results stated in Theorem 4.3 will be proved by reduction to the following problems

about channel machines.

Proposition 4.5 • The halting problem is undecidable for channel systems [25].

• The halting problem is non-primitive recursive for channel machines with inser-

tion errors [53]. 10

We now explain how MTL (and variants) can capture the behaviours of channel

machines. The idea is to encode a computation of a channel machine as a timed

word. In this encoding, the underlying untimed word is the trace of the computation,

that is, an alternating sequence of states and actions. We use timing constraints

to enforce the channel be FIFO: we require that any write action ‘a!’ is followed

one time unit later by a corresponding read action ‘a?’. This is not difficult to be

convinced that this enforces the channel be FIFO. We illustrate this encoding on

the next figure, which represents a timed word (actions and time stamps).

=1 t.u.
=1 t. u.

q0

0

a!

.25

q1

.6

b!

.7

q2

.85

a?

1.25

q3

1.4

c!

1.5

q4

1.6

b?

1.7

q5

1.9

···

2

The above timed word encodes the following computation of the channel machine:

(q0, ε)
a!
−→ (q1, a)

b!
−→ (q2, ab)

a?
−→ (q3, b)

c!
−→ (q4, bc)

b?
−→ (q5, c) · · ·

To properly encode a behaviour of a channel machine, a timed word must satisfy

the following constraints:

• states and actions alternate. This can be checked using an LTL formula.

• the untimed projection of the timed words follows the rules of the channel ma-

chine. This can also be encoded with an LTL formula.

• the channel is FIFO: to do that we express that every write action is followed one

time unit later by a corresponding read action. This can be expressed in MTL

using formulas of the form:

G (a!→ F=1 a?)

10Formally, in [53], that’s the halting problem for lossy channel machines which is proved non-primitive
recursive, but this is indeed equivalent.
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However, this formula does not encode the property that the channel behaves

properly. Indeed, nothing prevents a read event ‘a?’ to happen, even though

there is no corresponding write event ‘a!’ one time unit earlier. For instance,

consider the following timed word:

=1 t.u.
=1 t. u.

q0 a! q1 b! q2 a? q3 c? q4 b? q5 ···

=1 t.u.

This timed word satisfies the propagating formulas G (a!→ F=1 a?) (for every

letter a), even though the event ‘c?’ is not preceded by any action one unit earlier.

The above formula hence only encodes the behaviour of a channel machine with

insertion errors. However, from that study, we already learn that the model-

checking of MTL (over finite words) is non-primitive recursive. To encode a

perfect channel machine, we need to be able to express the property that every ‘a?’

is preceded one time unit earlier by an ‘a!’. We call this property the ‘backward

matching property’.

We now discuss how we can express the backward matching property in timed

temporal logics. Indeed, we would like to know whether MTL can express or not the

behaviour of a perfect channel machine. We will present here natural ideas, which

will happen to be wrong for MTL, but sufficient to prove undecidability of several

variants or extensions of MTL.

• A first simple idea is to express this ‘backward matching property’ using the

following formula:

G ((F=1 a?)→ a!)

which expresses the fact that if there is a read event ‘a?’ one time unit later, then

there must be right now a corresponding write event ‘a!’. It is not hard to see

that in the pointwise semantics, this does not express what we want. Indeed this

formula is still satisfied by the above-mentioned timed word, because there is no

action one time unit before the action ‘c?’. However, in the continuous semantics,

this formula really enforces a perfect behaviour of the FIFO channel. That is why

MTL in the continuous semantics has an undecidable model-checking problem.

• A second idea is to express this ‘backward matching property’ using a past-time

modality (hence in MTL+Past). The formula

G
�
a?→ F−1

=1 a!
�

precisely expresses that every read event ‘a?’ is preceded one time unit earlier by

a matching write event ‘a!’. That is why MTL+Past is undecidable, even in the

pointwise semantics.

• Finally, the ‘backward matching property’ can be expressed in TPTL using the

following more involved property:

G¬(x ·X y · ¬F (x > 1 ∧ y < 1 ∧ a?))
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Informally, this formula negates the fact that there are two consecutive positions

(in the pointwise sense) such that an a is read more than one time unit after the

first position, and less than time unit after the second position. This precisely

negates the fact that there is an ‘a?’ not preceded one time unit earlier by an

action. This implies that TPTL is undecidable, already in the pointwise semantics

(when at least two clock variables are used).

From all these considerations, we get that in the pointwise semantics, over finite

runs, we can only express channel machines with insertion errors with MTL, whereas

perfect channel machines can be expressed either using MTL in the continuous

semantics, or using MTL+Past or TPTL in the pointwise semantics (both over finite

words). This concludes the hardness results stated in Theorem 4.3.

4.2.2 MTL model-checking over finite words is decidable

We now explain how we can prove the decidability of MTL over finite words in the

pointwise semantics. We know that LTL formulas can be transformed into alternat-

ing finite automata [47,56]. In a similar way, we can transform any formula of MTL

into an alternating timed automaton [43] with a single clock [48]. For instance, the

formula G<2

�
a→ F=1 b

�
can be transformed into the following alternating timed

automaton:

r s
x:=0

x<2;a
t

x=1;b

with the obvious interpretation that any time an a is done (within the two first

time units), we fork a new thread which will check that a b appears one time unit

later. A behaviour of this alternating timed automaton is an unbounded tree, and

it is not obvious that it is possible to check for emptiness of such a system. Indeed,

checking emptiness of alternating timed automata is decidable only for one clock

over finite timed words, any slight extension (infinite timed words, two clocks, silent

moves 11 ) leading to undecidability [44,50].

We explain how we can however understand the decidability of this model [48].

Consider the timed word (c, 0.6)(a, 0.7)(a, 1.5)(b, 1.7). The execution of the above

alternating timed automaton on that timed word can be depicted as the following

tree, which is not accepting as one of the branches (the second one on the picture)

is not accepting (accepting states are underlined).

r,0 r,0.6 r,0.7

s,0

r,1.5

s,0

s,0.8

r,1.7

s,0.2

t

c a a b

A configuration of the alternating timed automaton is a slice of the tree, for in-

stance, {(r, 1.5), (s, 0), (s, 0.8)} is a configuration. Because we consider finite words,

11Or ε-transitions, if we follow the classical terminology in formal language theory.
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there is no need to consider the tree structure of the execution, but we can reason

globally on configurations of the automaton. There are infinitely many such config-

urations, but as for the region automaton construction for timed automata [4], the

precise values of the clocks is not really relevant, and the things which are important

in a configuration are the integral parts of the clocks and the relative order of the

fractional parts of the clocks. For instance, for the above-mentioned configuration,

we only need to know that there is a state (s, 0) with fractional part 0, and two

other states (s, 0) and (r, 1) such that the fractional part for (s, 0) is greater than the

fractional part for (r, 1). For all configurations with the same abstraction, the pos-

sible future behaviours are the same, in a time-abstract bisimulation sense [50,44].

Unfortunately, the set of abstractions of possible configurations of the alternating

timed automaton is also infinite. The most important property is then that there

is a well-quasi-order on the set of abstractions of configurations, and that we can

use it to provide an algorithm to decide emptiness [34]! This briefly sketches an

algorithm for deciding the MTL model-checking problem over finite timed words (in

the pointwise semantics).

Note that we can prove the decidability of TPTL with a single internal variable

applying the same method.

4.2.3 What about infinite behaviours?

All undecidability results we mentioned over finite timed words carry over into the

framework of infinite timed words. Moreover, the algorithmic idea we presented

to solve the model-checking problem for MTL over finite words cannot be lifted to

the framework of infinite timed words, because checking emptiness of single-clock

alternating timed automata over infinite timed words is undecidable [44]. Indeed,

in that case, we can no more reason on slices of a tree execution, as we need to

check the (say Büchi) acceptance condition on every branch of the tree. Moreover

a construction à la Miyano-Hayashi [46] cannot be used, because the number of

elements at a given level of an execution tree is potentially unbounded (because of

the value of the clock), and it is not possible to use some well-quasi-order on slices

as in the case of finite words to get a termination argument. Finally we get that

we cannot circumvent the difficulty and find another tricky algorithm since we have

the following undecidability result:

Theorem 4.6 Over infinite timed words, the model-checking problem for MTL un-

der the pointwise semantics is undecidable [49].

4.3 Some interesting fragments of MTL

To encompass the high complexity of the model-checking of MTL, several fragments

of MTL have been considered. We briefly describe some of those fragments, and

give hints to explain why they are interesting and why they can be used for model-

checking purposes.

12
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4.3.1 The logic MITL

In 1991, the fragment MITL 12 has been proposed [5,6], which basically disal-

lows equalities for the constraints on the modalities. For instance, the formula

G (a→ F=1 b) is not in MITL, whereas G
�
a→ F[1,2] b

�
is in MITL. One reason

why a positive result about MITL would be very satisfactory is that, in real timed

systems, it is impossible to check a punctual constraint (because of the inherent

imprecision of real systems). And disallowing punctual constraints leads indeed to

an incredible improvement in the complexity of the model-checking problem!

Theorem 4.7 Over infinite runs, the model-checking problem for MITL under the

continuous semantics is EXPSPACE-Complete [6].

The reason for this low 13 complexity is that the variability of a model of some

property in MITL can be controlled, and any property expressible in MITL can be

recognized by a timed automaton (hence is somehow very regular).

We give an example (taken out of [6]) to explain this regularity. Consider the

MITL formula

ϕ = G(0,1) (a→ F[1,2] b)

This formula says that within the first time unit, whenever a holds, then b must

hold at some point between 1 and 2 time units later. To check the truth of this

formula, a solution would be, each time a holds within the first time unit, to start

a clock and check that within 1 to 2 time units from that point, b becomes true.

However, there may be an unbounded number of a’s within the first time unit.

Hence, applying this method, an unbounded number of clocks would a priori be

necessary. A more clever method needs to be used, which is illustrated below.

0 1 2 3

¬bb b

1 + t1 2 + t2t1 t2

¬a

The idea is to point the last time b holds in the interval [1, 2] and the first time b

holds in the interval [2, 3]. Then, the only points within (0, 1) that will not satisfy

F[1,2] b are in the interval (t1, t2), where t1 + 1 is the point distinguished in [1, 2]

and t2 + 2 is the point distiguished in [2, 3]. Hence, the only chance for the global

formula to hold from the beginning is that there is no a in the interval (t1, t2). The

strategy is then to build a timed automaton which guesses instants t1 and t2, resets

clocks at those time points, and checks that those time points really satisfy the

expected properties (for completeness, the constructed automaton is given below).

z=0 z<1

¬p

z<1

z<1

z<2

q

1<z<2

x=1

¬q

z<3

q

2<z<3

y=2

x:=
0

y:=0

x,y:=0

y:=0

x:=
0

12Standing for “Metric Interval Temporal Logic”.
13 In the context of timed systems, EXPSPACE is fairly low.
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The algorithm developed in [6] is very involved, but relies on those kinds of ideas

of smoothing the variability of behaviours w.r.t. MITL formulas, and build a timed

automaton ‘recognizing’ the models of the formulas.

4.3.2 The logic Safety-MTL

The logic Safety-MTL has been proposed in [48] as a logic allowing to express safety

properties like bounded response time properties of the form G (a → F=1 b) or

G (a → F≤5 (b ∧ F=1 c)). Unlike MITL, it partly allows punctual constraints on

modalities, but cannot express general response time properties. Roughly, a formula

of MTL is in Safety-MTL whenever every positive instance 14 of an until modality

is constrained by a bounded interval.

Theorem 4.8 Over infinite runs, the model-checking problem for Safety-MTL in

the pointwise semantics is decidable but non-primitive-recursive [48].

The reason for the decidability of this logic is that it can only express ‘safety’

properties, that is properties whose negations, if violated, are violated after a finite

prefix. For those formulas, we can build a single-clock timed alternating automaton

over finite words and with only accepting states, which recognizes all bad prefixes

of the formula. Then, the encoding for proving the decidability of alternating timed

automata over finite timed words can be used in that case as well.

4.3.3 The logic coFlat-MTL

The syntax of the logic coFlat-MTL is not very intuitive [22], as it restricts the

ϕUI ψ-formulas in such a way that if I is not bounded, then ψ must be in LTL,

whereas ϕ can be in coFlat-MTL itself. However, it is worth noticing that coFlat-

MTL is rather powerful as it contains Bounded-MTL (the subset of MTL where all

modalities are bounded), LTL, and is closed under invariance, which is rather useful

for specifying correctness properties in critical systems. In particular, the formula

G (a→ F=1 b) is in coFlat-MTL, but FG≤1 a is not in coFlat-MTL. Using technics

completely different from those developed for MITL, we can prove the following

result:

Theorem 4.9 Over infinite runs, the model-checking problem for coFlat-MTL un-

der the pointwise semantics is EXPSPACE-Complete [22].

The decidability and upper bound are rather involved, and rely on channel ma-

chines. We have already mentioned that the halting problem for channel machines

is undecidable (Proposition 4.5). However, here, we will not reduce to the general

halting problem, but to the halting problem when we bound the number of cycles

of the whole channel (this can be measured using an extra symbol which is imme-

diately put on the channel when it is read; Then, the number of cycles corresponds

to the number of times this symbol is read along a computation). This restricted

problem is proved to be solvable in space polynomial in the size of the channel

machine and in the value of the cycle bound [22].

14 I.e., every instance under the scope of an even number of negations.
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We have already mentioned that we could encode MTL formulas into alternat-

ing timed automata. More precisely, we can encode the joint behaviours of a timed

automaton and of a single-clock alternating timed automaton into a channel ma-

chine. In this encoding, a cycle of the channel corresponds to one time unit which

has elapsed. If we consider a formula of Bounded-MTL (fragment of MTL where

all modalities are bounded), it is rather clear that its verification only requires to

look at a time-bounded prefix of the execution (the time bound can be set as the

sum of all constants appearing in the formula). Hence, in the translation into chan-

nel machines, it means that we can restrict to channel machines with a bound on

the number of cycles, which gives an algorithm for deciding the model-checking of

Bounded-MTL.

We extend this idea to coFlat-MTL, and because of the syntactic restriction

of coFlat-MTL, a timed word not satisfying a formula ϕ in coFlat-MTL can be

decomposed as follows:

pure LTL pure LTL pure LTL pure LTL

activeactiveactiveactive

where the number of active fragments is at most exponential and the total duration

of active fragments is also at most exponential. An active fragment corresponds to

a cycle-bounded computation in a channel machine, whereas the pure LTL parts are

very simple computations corresponding to those of a finite automaton. We do not

enter into more details here.

Remark 4.10 It is worth noticing here that, unlike MITL, coFlat-MTL does not

only express ‘regular’ properties. For instance, as the property G (a → F=1 b)

belongs to coFlat-MTL, we can easily generate the context-free language {anbm |

m ≥ n} with coFlat-MTL.

We have very recently mixed the MITL and the coFlat-MTL approaches to obtain

a very expressive fragment of MTL (more precisely a fragment corresponding to

coFlat-MTL, except that the restriction to LTL formulas is replaced by a restriction

to MITL). For that fragment of MTL and in the continuous semantics, the model-

checking problems (over infinite runs) is also EXPSPACE-Complete [23].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented several formalisms to specify real-time properties

of systems. We have discussed their applicability to model-checking by giving their

decidability and complexity. The branching-time logic TCTL has a rather low com-

plexity, and is indeed implemented in the tool Kronos [24]. Though our aim is not

to discuss the eternal dilemna between branching-time and linear-time (for that we

better refer to [55]), the linear-time timed temporal logics MTL and variants seem

more powerful, as they can express multiple timing constraints on runs, which is

really interesting for writing specifications.

Those linear-time timed temporal logics have been defined in the beginning of

the 90s. Several works have been done at that time, but since few years, these
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logics have raised a new interest in the community. And even though the full logics

are expensive (if not undecidable), several large fragments have been considered,

whose model-checking is rather cheap! Right now, there is no tool implementing

those logics, but we suspect that it could be really interesting to develop new data

structures and algorithms for verifying these logics.

Recently, new challenges have risen, in which time is not sufficient to express

quantitative constraints on real systems. Indeed, one can be interested in express-

ing energy consumption constraints, constraints on costs, bandwidth resources,

etc. For that, the model of priced (or weighted) timed automata has been pro-

posed [13,15] which extends timed automata with observer variables and allows

to model those new kinds of constraints. Logics have thus been extended to ex-

press those constraints, and everything becomes even much harder... See for in-

stance [26,18,17,20,21].

Acknowledgements: I want to thank all the persons I have recently worked with

on timed temporal logics, Fabrice Chevalier, Nicolas Markey, Joël Ouaknine, and

James Worrell.
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